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 16 Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry

 20 New Openings Salons and spas across the country

 24 Innovation Thermocut System by Jaguar has an inspirational and futuristic 
approach that claims to cut all types of hair, from coarse, permed to frizzy and 
the unmanageable

 26 Trends in hair and make-up In this sultry season, take a cue from our stars! 
Get your hair cut short, tie it up in braids or even opt for an updo. In make-up, 
you can go with the minimal fuss look. Both are winners, as they are endorsed 
by our celebrated industry experts

 28 Interview Chrystofer Benson, NAHA 2015 Finalist in Avant Garde creations 
shares his bejewelled journey, his brand CBC, the meaning of being successful 
and his upcoming projects

 50 Guide In a third of a series of articles meant for  rst-time entrepreneurs, read up 
on the three Ps that will give you focus and your business new-found wings

 55 Role Model Kanta Motwani, Celebrity Hairstylist, shares her USP, her own role 
model and also her view on the potential of Indian hairstylists

 60-70 In Focus Tools and equipment used in a salon or spa are inherent to its eventual 
success. When one uses good quality products, the client will surely walk in 
again. It’s as simple as that. However, one should be educated on the use of 
such tools and avoid cheap imitations, which not only annoy your client, but 
also slow down the progress of your setup

 72 In First Person Rikhil Asrani, Creative Director at Rikoshé Salon in Mumbai 
shares his thoughts on the hairstyling industry

 85 Beauty Interview with make-up artist, Sonic Sarwate, who shares with us his 
passion for make-up and and current status as Global Senior Make-up Artist 
at MAC; the art of contouring and highlighting by Bodyography; Dilip Kundlia, 
Owner, Oshea Herbals shares his inspiration and plans for the skin care brand

 113 Spa Focus Visual dynamics of Anantara Spa in Thailand; spa review of Spa 
Sitara in Goa and spa packages

 121 Coffee Break Try this quiz and win a year’s subscription of Salon International

 120 Celeb Style Ali Fazal reveals his grooming secrets 

 124 Events The social calendar: what’s happening, when and where

 126 Step-by-step Intricate hairstyles explained
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